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KICK FLIP
After you’ve gotten used to doing ollies, the next trick you will likely be eager to learn is the
‘Kickflip.’ The act of catching the board in the air after it makes a full rotation underfoot and
then sticking the landing is commonly one of the best moments in any skateboarder’s early
progression. It can take days or weeks or even months to learn depending on the skater and
the amount of practice invested. To help you practice, here is your guide for learning to
kickflip!

What is Kickflip?

The kickflip (formally known as the “Magicflip”) is a trick in which the skater’s front foot flips
the board during an ollie with a slight ‘kicking’ (more a flick of the foot in actuality) motion.
The kickflip is the basic foundation of numerous more complicated flip tricks. As with many
other tricks, the creation of the kickflip is a credit to Rodney Mullen.

How to Flip the Board?
The rotation of the board depends on how you maneuver your front foot during a well
executed ollie. As you drag your front foot toward bringing the board level to the ground,
as with an ollie, flick the board with a deft ‘kick’ (again, more of a flick in actuality) of your
front foot. Practice keeping balanced and above the board!

HEEL FLIP
After you’ve developed a familiarity with the kickflip, a sensible trick to add next
to your repertoire is the heelflip. While bearing a relatively similar level of
difficulty, a poorly executed heelflip is more likely to shoot up and bludgeon the
groin area of the skater. Hence, better to learn the basics of flipping with the
kickflip first. The overall mechanics of the heelflip are quite similar to those of
the kickflip, save for the direction in which the front foot ‘kicks’ out.

What is a Heelflip?
The heelflip is a maneuver in which you impart spin on your board using the
heel of your front foot while doing an ollie. As such, the rotation of the heelflip is
opposite that of the kickflip. The heelflip is a fundamental element of many
more complicated maneuvers such as the varial heellflip and the inward
heelflip.

How to Heelflip?
You must be able to ollie as a prerequisite to the heelflip, as the heelflip is
essentially a slightly modified ollie. If you are not able to ollie about 1 foot
(30cm) consistently, it is probably best to keep practicing your ollie before
moving onward to the heelflip.

Flip

FRONTSIDE POP SHOVE-IT
Pop shove-it is one of a trick you can start practicing after learning ollie with kickflip
and 180s. It usually take shorter to learn than kickflip because you do not really
need to use your front foot to spin your board.

What is Pop Shove-it?
As the trick name implies, pop shove-it is a popping shove-it. You can add the
shove-it spin into ollie by using your back foot. Pop shove-it is a basis of many
tricks like varial kickflip, 360kickflip, and inward heelflip. Let’s look more detail
below.

How To Pop Shove-it?
First of all, you have to be able to ollie to get this trick. You better to have ollie skill
enough to over at least 1 feet (30cm) high object.
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BACKSIDE (B/S) 180
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What is B/S180?
The B/S (BackSide)180 is a rotation of yourself and your board 180 degrees as you ollie.
As you rotate in the air, your back will face forward in the direction you are moving, hence
the name. Compared with a F/S180 the main challenge of a B/S 180 as it relates to
obstacles such as stairs or other ledges is the way it disrupts your forward facing line of
sight. However, B/S 180s tend to be easier to spin compared with the F/S180. Both the
B/S180 and the F/S180 are important foundations for many more complicated tricks so
it’s good to practice and develop them both equally.

How To B/S180?
The B/S180 stance is similar to that of the ollie. You may feel better prepared to
perform the trick however if you position your front foot a little further back, heel
side. Position your weight generally centered over your board, though you can lean
backward just a tad to facilitate a full back-side spin. As you learn the trick, keep
your eyes focused somewhere around the nose of your skateboard

FRONTSIDE (F/S) 180
After getting used to doing ollie, you are going to get some new tricks to pick up
and start practicing such as kickflip and pop shove-it. 180 ollie is another
alternative you can pick. There are frontside and backside 180s and this tutorial will
explain how to do frontside 180.

What is Frontside(F/S) 180 ollie?
F/S180 (one eighty) ollie (or usually just called 180) is a trick both of your body and
board spin 180 degrees toward heel side while you are doing ollie. It is not going to
take long time to land F/S 180 if you have enough ollie skill. However, you are going
to need much more time to make it high and steady. This tutorial will teach basics
of doing F/S 180 and the key to make it solid.

How To F/S180?
The key for F/S180 is anticipation of your body which gives 180 spin to your ollie.
Doing this motion without losing your balance makes your F/S180 high and steady.
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VARIAL KICKFLIP | KICKFLIP POP
SHOVE-IT
Varial Kickflip (Kickflip Pop Shove-it) is a combination of Kickflip and Pop Shove-it. It
may look little complicated but not so hard if you learned both kickflip and pop
shove-it. This is the best thing to try when you have gone though flat-ground basics
and want to go little more tech.

How To Varial Kickflip?
Motion of varial kickflip is simple addition of kick flip and pop shove-it. Your back
foot pops tail like pop shove-it and front foot flips board like kick flip.

How To Practice Varial Kickflip?
You will of-course need both kick flip and pop shove-it first. Skills of both tricks will
decide almost everything. It shouldn’t take that long to get the trick if you are good
at basis. Focusing on balance of both feet makes this trick higher.

VARIAL HEELFLIP
Varial heelflip (Heelflip Shove-it) is a combination of F/S pop shove-it and heelflip.
Same as varial kick flip, way of spinning board is simple addition of f/s pop shove-it
and heel flip so it is easier to imagine when you get arial kick flip.
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How To Varial Heelflip?
Your back foot is used for horizontal spin and front foot for vertical spin. So Place
back foot like f/s pop shove-it and front foot like heel flip. Put power into back foot
toe and front foot heel. Don’t forget to make your board parallel to ground.

360 KICKFLIP
360 kickflip (a.k.a 360flip, Treflip) is a trick spinning your board 360 degrees along
with both horizontal and vertical axes. It is a combination of 360 pop shove-it and
kick flip but way of doing is not just a simple addition of both tricks.

HOW TO 360 Kickflip?
360kickflip has two keys which are…
1.Back Foot Motion
In 360kickflip, not only your front foot but also your back foot plays important role
for adding kickflip spin to your board. The keyword is “scoop.”
2.Keeping Your Weight On Center Of Board
You can easily lose your balance when you are trying to rotate your board but you
cannot catch your board as long as your weight is not at right position.

